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Abstract In this work, cellulose fibres extracted

from bamboo culms were used to fabricate two types

of cellular materials: rigid foams and fibrous networks.

A relatively simple and low-technology fabrication

method is presented, using natural binders and blow-

ing agents to manufacture rigid foams, and fibrillation

by partial hydrolysis in H2SO4 to manufacture fibrous

networks. The compressive response is related to the

internal microstructure and processing parameters. In

the case of fibrous networks, the achievable relative

density range is determined by the length of initial

fibres and extent of external fibrillation. The com-

pressive properties are dictated both by the density of

the network and strength of the fibrous bridges,

showing a linear stiffness-density relationship due to

the length of fibres, and an inverse relationship at

increased external fibrillation. The rigid foams showed

an orthotropic internal microstructure but nearly

isotropic compressive response, due to the influence

of the interpenetrating void structure on the deforma-

tion and fracture mechanisms. The results show the

potential of bamboo-fibre porous materials as low

cost, lightweight structural materials.

Keywords Cellular solids � Bamboo fibre �
Structural properties � Compressive strength �
Microstructure � Biodegradable

Introduction

Lightweight cellular solids, e.g. foams and fibrous

networks, find wide use in weight-sensitive applica-

tions. Their ability to sustain large deformations in

compression (Miltz and Ramon 1990), and the large

volume fraction of enclosed air, makes them partic-

ularly useful in energy absorption applications (Gib-

son and Ashby 1997), insulation from thermal and

vibrational sources (Poehler et al. 2017), filters, and

architectural panels (Härkäsalmi et al. 2017).

Continuous efforts are being made towards the

manufacturing of environmentally-friendly counter-

parts to the traditional plastic and metal foams, with

particular emphasis on two fronts: (1) the biodegrad-

ability and life-cycle impact of the constituent mate-

rials, and (2) the energy consumption of the material

extraction and foaming processes. Foaming tech-

niques for networks of natural fibres date to the early

1960s, e.g. in the formation of foam-formed pulp

sheets, where suspensions of natural fibres were

stabilised with surfactants and drained of the liquid

phase (Radvan 1964; Bernardin 1969; Chung 1974).

More recently, progress has been made on developing
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structurally competitive biopolymer foams from sev-

eral types of organic materials. These involve the

usage of vegetable oils (Tu et al. 2008), and wood by-

products such as lignin (Mimin et al. 2016; Tondi

et al. 2016; Stevens et al. 2010) and tannin (Szczurek

et al. 2014; Tondi and Pizzi 2009; Merle et al. 2016).

Cellulose is the most abundant organic polymer

sourced from plant cell walls (Sfiligoj et al. 2013); this

characteristic and its compatibility with other materi-

als has led to its fast-growing application as a

precursor in foam-making, commonly termed as

cellulose-based foams. Examples include fibre foams,

where cellulose fibres are suspended in a binder of a

secondary phase (Svagan et al. 2011; Ottenhall et al.

2018; Saz-Orozco et al. 2013), which is subsequently

blown with a foaming agent, and dried using freeze or

critical point drying. In such architectures, the fibres

are dispersed in cell walls, and connected at the cell

wall or nodal junctions (Alimadadi et al. 2018). A

second class of porous architectures are cellulose fibre

networks, usually created through the fibre-foaming

technique: fibres are suspended in a liquid foam,

stabilised by surfactants, and the liquid is drained e.g.

(Demitri et al. 2014; Rapp et al. 2014; Kang et al.

2012; Alimadadi and Uesaka 2016; Cervin et al. 2013;

Kinnunen et al. 2013; Madani et al. 2014; Ketoja

et al. 2019; Ferreira and Rezende 2018). These

structures produce a network-like microstructure with

random fibre orientation, and the fibres are connected

by mechanical interlocking or chemical bonds.

The sustainability of cellulose cellular solids

depends largely on the primary source of fibres, and

the energy consumption of the extraction and foaming

processes. Often, the former receives little attention,

however it is an important consideration both in

resource consumption (i.e. proportion of fibres

extracted from a given mass of organic material),

and time scale for the regeneration of the primary

sources. Challenges related to deforestation and

uncertain availability of wood fibres make the

sourcing and extraction of cellulose fibres crucial for

responsible industrial manufacturing (Correia et al.

2015).

In this study, we use simple manufacturing methods

to create low-density cellular solids from bamboo

fibres, a source that has not been considered previously

in the literature of cellulose foams. The manufacturing

methods aim to minimise energy consumption through

low temperatures and simple techniques: foams are

fabricated with natural binders, surfactants and blow-

ing agents, and fibrous networks are fabricated without

either. Bamboo is a very sustainable source of

cellulose fibres: its primary constituents are cellulose,

hemicellulose and lignin (approx. 90% of its compo-

sition). It possesses a high volume fraction of cellulose

fibres (approx. 48% by mass (Moradbak et al. 2015))

compared to e.g. wood (39–45% by mass (Mohamed

and Hassabo 2015)) and grass (33–45% by mass

(Prasad et al. 2007)). Furthermore, unlike wood

sources which are in high demand for other uses and

take take a relatively long time between harvests,

bamboo can be reharvested every three years without

detrimental environmental impacts (Harris and Koom-

son 2015).

This work describes the full process of fabricating

cellular solids from bamboo culms. The fibres are used

to create two types of solids: a fibrous material (with

natural binding from external fibrillation) and a rigid

close-celled foam. For the fibrous networks, the fibre

length and extent of external fibrillation are related to

the mechanical properties and achieved density. For

the rigid foams, the effect of morphological anisotropy

on mechanical properties is investigated. This paper is

organised as follows. First the effect of the fibre

extraction treatment and partial fibrillation is reported

on the surface morphology of fibres. Next the

microstructure (cell aspect ratio, fibre mean free span)

and density of the cellular solids is connected to the

processing parameters (initial fibre length, extent of

fibrillation). Finally, the compressive response is

related to the governing deformation and failure

mechanisms.

Materials and methods

Cellulose fibre extraction

Moso bamboo culm was used as the main source of

fibres in this study. The culm nodes were discarded to

ensure consistency of the initial fibre content; the

remaining internodal parts of the culms were crushed

and ground in a high speed grinder. The ground

particles were subsequently sieved in three size

ranges: 500–850 lm, 850–1000 lm, and 1000–1500

lm. The cellulose fibres were isolated from non-

cellulosic content through three processes: dewaxing,

delignification, and mercerisation. Dewaxing was
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carried out using the Leavitt-Danzer method (Leavitt

and Danzer 1993). A 2:1 solution of toluene and

ethanol, heated to 250 �C, was passed through a

Soxhlet extractor column containing the bamboo

particles. The extraction process was continued for

5–6 cycles, until no colour remained in the extraction

column. Upon completion, the dewaxed particles were

rinsed with the toluene-ethanol solution, and dried at

70 �C for 2 h.

Delignification is a process that dissolves lignin and

hemicellulose. Dewaxed fibres were mixed into a

solution of 35 wt.% hydrogen peroxide, glacial acetic

acid, and titanium(IV) oxide catalyst. The solution

was heated at 130 �C for 2 h, and subsequently rinsed

with distilled water to achieve a neutral pH, before

being dried in an oven at 70 �CC for 2 h.Mercerisation

is a finishing treatment that strengthens fibres and

further removes non-cellulosic constituents. The

delignified fibres were incorporated into a solution of

6 wt.% sodium hydroxide, and heated at 75 �C, while
being agitated at 150 rpm for 2 h. Finally, the solution

was again filtered using a Buchner funnel and

subsequently rinsed and dried. To ensure that maximal

non-cellulosic constituents are disposed, this process

was repeated two to three times until white, soft

cellulose fibre clumps were obtained.

Foaming process

Two types of cellular solids were manufactured: a

fibrous network and a close-celled foam. The fibrous

network was created by partial hydrolysis of the fibres

in H2SO4, after a similar process used for Eucalyptus

pulp (Ferreira and Rezende 2018). The extracted fibres

were dispersed in distilled water, stirred to homo-

genise the suspension, and mixed at 45 �Cwith H2SO4

solutions of concentrations 20–65% v/v. Maintaining

the temperature, the mixture was stirred at 600 rpm for

1 h and then left to cool to room temperature.

Subsequently, the suspension was centrifuged five

times at 5000 rpm for 10 min, removing the super-

natant and rinsing the fibres with deionised water after

every step, until the supernatant was clear and neutral

pH was achieved. Finally, the dispersion was added

into bottomless cylindrical stainless steel moulds,

dried at 60 �C for 12 h, and cured at room temperature

for two days.

To prepare the close-celled foams, a pulp slurry

with consistency of 2 wt.% was prepared by soaking

the obtained bamboo cellulose fibres in solution of

water and 1% sodium hydroxide for 24 h. The formed

pulp was stirred at speed of 1600 rpm for 15 min, and

2.5 wt.% of sodium bicarbonate was added to the

mixture as a blowing agent. Equal amount of water

was also added to the mixture to activate this blowing

agent in the reaction. The pulp was stabilized by

addition of of 0.5 wt.% guar gum as binder. The

resulting mixture was set to agitate at speed of 1600

rpm for 15 min, then 2.5 wt.% sodium dodecyl

sulphate was added as surfactant. To increase the

rigidity of the solid foam, 2 wt.% MDI was added in

the mixture. Finally, the foam mixture was drained in

bottomless cylindrical moulds and cured in room

temperature for 2 days.

Characterisation of morphology and mechanical

testing

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was

used to identify differences in chemical composition

of untreated and treated (delignified) fibre clusters, to

evaluate the extent of removal of non-cellulosic

constituents. The spectra were obtained with a Perk-

inElmer Spectrum Two spectrometer within the

wavenumber range of 4000–400 cm–1. The surface

morphologies of fibres and foams were characterised

with a Hitachi S-3400N scanning electron microscope.

Uniaxial compression tests were conducted on in

accordance with the ASTM D1621 standard (ASTM

D1621–16, 2016). Cubic specimens with edge length

of 5 cm were machined with flat edges for both types

of foams, and tested in an Instron 5985 universal

testing system equipped with a 500 N load cell and

deflectometer. Quasi-static tests were conducted at a

strain rate of 10–3 s–1. The rigid foams were tested in

the three principal directions to assess the influence of

morphologic anisotropy, using at least 5 specimens/

test.

Morphology of fibres and solid foams

Fibre morphology

An important objective of fibre extraction from natural

materials is the removal of extraneous phases, and

successful separation of fibre bundles. In bamboo

stalks, cellulose fibres must be extracted from their
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binders: lignin, hemicellulose, waxes and pectin. FTIR

spectra of fibres before and after the cellulose extrac-

tion treatments (dewaxing, delignification mercerisa-

tion) are shown in Fig. 1. The spectra are normalised at

the prominent peak of 1030 cm–1, which corresponds

to C–O bond stretching in primary alcohol groups,

present in cellulose and hemicellulose (Fabiyi and

Ogunleye 2015). Two other peaks that are universally

present are those at 900 cm–1, produced by the C–H

bond stretching vibration in the glucose rings of

cellulose (Fabiyi and Ogunleye 2015), and at 3330

cm–1, attributed to O–H hydroxyl groups in cellulose

structure (Faix 1991). The presence of the above peaks

indicates that the cellulose content remained intact

throughout the treatment. The medium peaks near

1700 cm–1 in untreated fibres correspond to carbonyl

stretching of acetyl and ester groups in hemicellulose

(Fabiyi and Ogunleye 2015); the absence of these

peaks in the spectrum of treated fibres indicates the

removal of hemicellulose. Characteristic peaks of

lignin are at 1420 cm–1 and 1500 cm–1, due to the

vibration of the C=C bonds in the aromatic skeleton,

and C–H bond asymmetric stretching respectively

(Fabiyi and Ogunleye 2015; Reddy et al. 2012). Their

absence in the spectra indicates removal of lignin.

Finally, the intensity peak at 1237 cm–1 corresponds to

the C–O bond stretching in the acetyl groups of

hemicellulose and lignin(Fabiyi and Ogunleye

2015)—this peak is also absent in the spectrum of

treated fibres.

The morphology of as-treated fibres is shown in

Fig. 2a. The treatment processes, particularly deligni-

fication, largely dissolves the binder phases, allowing

fibre bundles to disintegrate. Some non-cellulosic

components remain, apparent by intact bundles of

fibres, highlighted by arrows in Fig. 2a. There is also

evidence of globular structures assigned to lignin

agglomerates (Lima et al. 2013). The area fraction of

undissolved fibre bundles (normalised by the total area

of fibres) was obtained through image analysis; this

indicated that \10% of the obtained fibres were in

unseparated clumps. The separated fibres, shown in

Fig. 2b, exhibit a rough surface of multiple valleys and

troughs; this morphology is typical of cellulose fibres

that have been stripped of the non-cellulosic sur-

rounding layers (Johar et al. 2012). A similar surface

morphology has been shown in fibres extracted by

only alkaline treatments, e.g. using NaOH concentra-

tions in the range of 10–15% to dissolve binder phases

and expose the cellulose surface (Chin et al. 2020). On

the other hand, mechanical extraction of fibres always

leaves some non-cellulosic content in the extracted

fibre bundles, while retaining their inherent strength

and stiffness in the bamboo culm (Wang and Shao

2020).

Partial hydrolysis in H2SO4 was used to create

natural anchorage mechanisms (microfibrils) in the

surface of the fibres. The acid concentration was

varied between 20–60% v/v H2SO4 with the objective

of investigating the effect of external fibrillation over a

wide range of concentrations. The effect of this

treatment is shown in Fig. 2c–f. Fibrillation is a result

of the removal of amorphous cellulose on the fibre

surface (Zhao et al. 2007), leaving behind highly

crystalline fibres. Hydrolysis preferentially occurs in

the amorphous regions, where the acid dissolves

amorphous cellulose. At acid concentrations

[ 40%, microfibrils become evident on the surface

of the fibres, shown in white circles in Fig. 2e–f. The

fibre diameters were measured from SEM micro-

graphs using the image processing software ImageJ,

using approximately 100 measurements/treatment.

For acid concentrations � 55%, the distribution of

fibre diameters was normal, with a mean and standard

deviation of 11 ± 3 lm, indicating that the fibrillation

was largely a surface reaction. However, at 60% v/v

H2SO4, fibres had begun to degrade, shown by

swelling and rupture instances in Fig. 2g–h. These

observations are in broad agreement with previous
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Fig. 1 FTIR spectra (normalised absorbance vs. wavenumber)

of bamboo fibres before and after dewaxing, delignification and

mercerisation treatments
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works, e.g. in wheat grass, cellulose hydrolysis in acid

concentrations 45–65% results in highly crystalline

cellulose, whereas greater concentrations would cause

structural degradation (Huntley et al. 2015). For this

reason, H2SO4 concentrations in the range of 45–55%

were chosen for the fabrication of the fibrous network.

µm

(a) (b)

µm µm

(c) (d)

µm µm

(e) (f)

µm µm

(g) (h)

Fig. 2 Fibre morphology: post-delignification treatment (a), (b), and after partial hydrolysis in H2SO4 with concentrations 20% (c),
30% (d), 40% (e), 50% (f), 60% v/v (g, h)
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Foam morphology

The morphology of fibrous networks is shown in

Fig. 3a–b. It is composed of fibres with random

orientations.The junctions are formed by fibre inter-

twining, but there is evidence that the external surface

fibrillation creates mechanical joints. The surface of

cellulose fibres in water is composed of a soft hydrogel

layer (Pelton 1993), which enables mutual migration

of cellulosic polymers into the opposing surface. The

interdiffusion of these molecules occurs through

surface capillary junctions, created by the nanofibril

‘‘bridges’’ (Fig. 3c). Increasing the contact area

available for the creation of these bonding forces has

been reported as one of the key mechanisms for

improving the strength of cellulose fibre assemblies

(Hirn and Schennach 2015; Thomson et al. 2008).

Figure 3d–e show also the presence of interlocking

joints ‘‘glued’’ by cellulose bonds, created during

stirring, centrifuging and drying, as capillary forces

attract surfaces and adhere them together (Schmied

et al. 2013). Consequently, a porous structure of

interconnected fibres is formed without requiring the

addition of a cross-linker.

The density of the networks was determined

through hydrostatic weighing. The specimens were

weighed in air, insulated with a thin plastic membrane

to prevent the permeation of water, and submerged in a

beaker to record the volume difference. The relative

density is calculated by q ¼ q=qS, where q is the

absolute density of the network, and qS is the density
of cellulose fibres (1.5 g cm-3 (Gibson and Ashby

1997)). Table 1 shows the dependence of the network

density on two processing variables: extent of external

µm

(b)(a)

µm

(c) (d)

µm

µm

(e)

Fig. 3 Fibrous network

morphology (a, b), and
junctions formed by fibril

bridges (c) and interlocking

joints (d, e)
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fibrillation (indicated by H2SO4 concentration; spec-

imens F1.1–F1.3), and fibre length (specimens F1.1–

F3.1).

Hydrolysis at higher H2SO4 concentration con-

tributes to increasing the density of the network. An

indication of the influence of fibrillation on the number

of joints created per unit length of fibre can be

obtained by considering the mean free span of fibres,

defined as the mean distance of fibres between joints.

This was obtained by image analysis and is shown in

Table 1. The theoretical relationship between mean

free length k and relative network density q is (Komori

and Makishima 1977):

k ¼ pD
8qJ

ð1Þ

where D is the fibre diameter, and J is the orientation

density function. The inverse relationship between

mean fibre length and density is generally observed in

these networks, indicating that the higher extent of

fibrillation is responsible for the increased fibre

packing. The effect of initial fibre length on the

network density and fibre mean free span is also shown

in Table 1. Longer fibres produce networks of lower

relative density, with a larger free span.

The morphology of the close-celled foam is shown

in Fig. 4. It is composed of inter-penetrating voids,

creating a porous structure which is similar to that

found in naturally occurring porous foams, e.g.

zirconia and mullite (Gibson and Ashby 1997), and

polymeric foams, e.g. polyether and whipped mayon-

naise suspensions (Gibson and Ashby 1997; Szczurek

et al. 2013). The major pores be approximated as

triaxial ellipsoids with the major axis parallel to the

draining direction (axis 3 in Fig. 4). Their intersections

create secondary planar windows of circular cross-

section. These features are created during the aeration

of the fibre pulp suspension, and are typical of similar

structures in e.g. polymerised high internal phase

emulsions (Szczurek et al. 2013). Their characteristic

dimensions were obtained from SEM micrographs,

using standard stereolithography techniques. To

account for the difference between the micrograph

plane and the plane of maximum cross-section, the

mean cell diameters (Li) were evaluated by (DeHoff

and Rhines 1968):

Li ¼
p

2Zi
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð2Þ

Table 1 Physical

properties of fibrous

networks

F1.1 F1.2 F1.3 F2.1 F3.1

H2SO4 (v/v) 45% 50% 55% 45% 45%

Fibre Length (lm) 500–850 50–850 50–850 850–1000 1000–1700

Mean Free Length(lm) 130 ± 30 90 ± 20 80 ± 20 150 ± 10 170 ± 20

Density (g/cm3) 0.45 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.01

Relative Density 0.28 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01

µm

(b)(a) (c)

3

1

2

1

Fig. 4 Close-celled foam morphology
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where Zi is the average value of Zi, the reciprocal of

the diameter in direction i; these values are shown in

Table 2. Generally, the cross-sections were observed

to be circular in the 12 plane, with L1 � L2. The aspect

ratio of the pores was thus estimated by

R31 ¼ L3=L1 ¼ 1:49. The density of these foams was

measured with the hydrostatic weighing technique

outlined above, and was found to be q ¼ 0:21� 0:01

g/cm3. Since the density of the cell wall material is

unknown, the relative density was instead estimated

by the solid area fraction in the SEM micrographs,

with a mean value q ¼ 0:20� 0:02. We note that the

close cell foams achieve a substantially lower density

compared to their fibrous network counterparts.

Mechanical response

The compressive response of both types of foams

investigated in this study shown in Fig. 5. We start by

discussing the response of close-celled foams, shown

in Fig. 5a. Due to the orthotropic morphology of the

internal structure, specimens of these foams were

tested in uniaxial compression along the three orthog-

onal axes of Fig. 3, to investigate the directional

sensitivity of mechanical properties. The compressive

response is typical of elastic-brittle foams, with three

distinct regimes: a linear elastic regime, plateau (with

the typical load drops of brittle cell crushing), and

densification (Gibson and Ashby 1997). The mechan-

ical properties of interest are the elastic modulus (E),

crushing strength (rCR), and energy absorption to

densification, defined here as:

UD;i ¼
Z eD

0

ri dei ð3Þ

where i is the direction of uniaxial stress, and eD is the

densification strain, defined here as the strain value

where the stress increases above the maximum stress

in the plateau regime, as indicated in Fig. 5a. A

summary of these properties is shown in Table 3. The

response is slightly stiffer (by 20%) in the pore rise

direction, however the crushing strength, densification

strain, and energy absorbed to densification are

practically identical. This is in agreement with theo-

retical predictions of the stiffness and strength of

brittle close-celled foams (Gibson and Ashby 1997).

Generally the stiffness is more sensitive to anisotropy

than crushing strength, e.g. ideal close-celled foams

with uniform pore aspect ratio R = 1.5 and with 50%

material volume fraction contained in the cell edges

would have predicted stiffness ratio of 3 and strength

ratio of 1.6 (Gibson and Ashby 1997). The direction-

ality effect observed here is more subdued due to three

deviations from the theoretical model of ideal foams:

interpenetrating cells, non-uniform pore aspect ratio,

and misalignment of the pore major axis with the

direction of compression.

Next, we discuss the deformation mechanisms of

these foams. Figure 6 shows micrographs of collapse

mechanisms in close-celled foams loaded along the 3-

direction, at macroscopic strains e3=0.1 (a) and 0.4 (b).
In the initial stages of crushing, the primary deforma-

tion mechanism is opening of multiple fracture

surfaces in secondary voids, shown in white arrows

in Fig. 6a. These micro-cracks subsequently lead to

brittle collapse of the cell walls, as shown in Fig. 6b.

At the initiation of densification (i.e. at eD � 0.5), the

morphology of the porosity is largely retained, with

the fracture surface propagating through the secondary

pores and densification occurring due to interpenetra-

tion of the latter.

The compressive response of the fibrous networks

is shown in Fig. 5b. Due to the random distribution of

fibres, there was no discernible difference in responses

from different testing directions. The response of these

foams undergoes two distinct regimes: an initial linear

regime, followed gradually by strain stiffening. Unlike

close-celled foams, fibre networks do not exhibit a

marked transition to the densification regime (Picu

2011; Alimadadi et al. 2018; Chatti et al. 2018; Islam

and Picu 2018). We thus define the densification stress

and strain (rD and eD respectively) as the point where

the instantaneous modulus takes the value

dr=de ¼ 1:5E, with E denoting the stiffness of the

initial linear regime; these points are depicted in

Table 2 Physical properties of close-celled foams

L1, L2 (mm) 1:15� 0:65

L3 (mm) 1:72� 0:50

R31 1.49

Density (g/cm3) 0:21� 0:01

Relative Density 0:20� 0:02
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(b)(a)

Fig. 5 Uniaxial compressive response of close-celled foams (a) and fibrous networks (b), showing the start of densification regime in

open circles

Table 3 Summary of

compressive properties of

close-celled foams and

fibrous networks

Foam Type/direction E (MPa) rC , rD (MPa) eD UC , UD (kJ/m3)

Closed 1-direction 6.2 ± 0.6 0.48 ± 0.10 0.53 160 ± 90

2-direction 6.3 ± 0.2 0.50 ± 0.10 0.52 190 ± 50

3-direction 7.2 ± 0.5 0.49 ± 0.06 0.57 180 ± 20

Fibrous F1.1 0.10 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.01 0.49 16 ± 3

F1.2 0.06 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.62 16 ± 4

F1.3 0.05 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.69 17 ± 2

F2.1 0.06 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.56 11 ± 2

F3.1 0.05 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.70 18 ± 2

(b)(a)

3

1

3

1

Fig. 6 Micrographs of fracture locations in close celled bamboo foams at macroscopic compressive strain of 0.1 (a) and 0.4 (b)
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Fig. 5b and capture reasonably consistently the

initiation of the strain stiffening. The energy absorp-

tion to densification, UD, is defined as in Eq. 3, and all

material properties are summarised in Table 3.

In the literature of fibre network compression, the

initial regime is composed of two sub-regions: an

initial small-strain linear regime due to fibre rear-

rangement (Chatti et al. 2018) or bending (Islam et al.

2017), followed by a second regime controlled by fibre

bending and buckling (Islam et al. 2017, 2018). The

response of the present networks showed no marked

distinction between these two sub-regimes; this may

be caused by a spatially distributed activation of the

above 3 mechanisms, due to the random fibre orien-

tation. The densification regime occurs due to the

internal geometrical constraints arising from the

development of new fibre-fibre contacts at large

strains (Islam et al. 2017, 2018; Alimadadi et al.

2018).

It is noted that increasing the constituent fibre

length (specimens F1.1–F3.1) results in a reduction in

the compressive modulus, as would be expected from

a similar trend in density. Scaling relationships for the

stiffness of foams take the form E=ES ¼ C q=qSð Þn
where E and q are the stiffness and density of the foam,

ES and qS are the stiffness and density of the

constituent solid (in this case we use cellulose ES =

25 GPa, and qS = 1.5 g/cm3 (Gibson and Ashby 1997),

and C and n are non-dimensional scaling parameters.

Gibson and Ashby collected the form of these scaling

laws for many cellular solids, where they reported a

range from 1 to 3 for the exponent n. The value of this

exponent is an indication both of the connectivity of

the network, and the mechanisms that dictate its

deformation (e.g. bending or stretch-dominated)

(Deshpande et al. 2001). The mechanics of fibre

networks indicate that in low-density networks E

scales with q2; this corresponds to non-affine defor-

mation, and fibres that deform primarily by bending

(Shahsavari and Picu 2012; Licup et al. 2016). Con-

versely, in large density networks, E scales with q;
these networks exhibit affine deformation, and fibres

that store strain energy by stretching. In the present

bamboo fibre networks, we observe n = 1.2, which

suggests a stretch-dominated deformation mechanism

in the initial linear regime. As the deformation

progresses to densification, the effect of a higher

initial fibre length is in increasing the densification

strain at a lower flow stress, thus no discernible

difference is seen in the energy absorption to

densification.

Finally, we assess the effect of external fibrillation

on mechanical properties (specimens F1.1–F1.3). As

explained above, a higher extent of fibrillation

produces networks with higher density, due to the

increase of the joint density/fibre length. Interestingly,

the compressive response shows that this also reduces

the initial compressive stiffness, e.g. in the scaling

relationship shown above, n = �1:0. This unusual

scaling relationship is a consequence of the relatively

low strength of the microfibril bridges, which act as

joints with low compressive and torsional strength.

Numerical analyses have shown that networks with

rigid fibre-fibre contacts exhibit a higher stiffness than

networks without contacts (Alimadadi et al. 2018).

We therefore conclude that, while necessary for

creating the fibre network without binding agents,

the external fibrillation produces structurally efficient

networks at lower hydrolysis concentrations.

Concluding remarks

In this work, cellular solids were manufactured from

cellulose fibres extracted from bamboo culms. Two

approaches were used, to create fibre networks and

solid foams. The fibre networks were created with no

binders or blowing agents, relying instead on partial

hydrolysis of the extracted cellulose fibres in H2SO4.

The partial hydrolysis produced microfibrils which,

during the foaming process, act as bridges and aid the

interlocking of fibres. The H2SO4 concentration

determines the extent of fibrillation; SEM micro-

graphs showed a higher external fibrilation and surface

degradation at greater concentrations. Higher concen-

trations produce a tightly packed network, shortening

the fibre mean free span and increasing the relative

density. However this results in detrimental effects in

mechanical response; the initial stiffness generally

decreased at higher densities due to the low strength of

microfibril bridges. The effect of constituent fibre

length was also investigated, and showed that low-

density networks could be obtained from longer

constituent fibres. The initial stiffness of these net-

works was shown to scale linearly with density,

indicating that the network response was dominated

by fibre stretching.
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Close-celled foams were created with a simple

approach, by using natural foaming agents, binders

and surfactants. Their internal microstructure con-

sisted of interpenetrating ellipsoidal voids, with an

aspect ratio of 1.5, and the compressive response was

typical of elastic-brittle foams. Internal energy absorp-

tion was through themechanism of crack initiation and

propagation through the intersection of internal pores.

The mechanical response was isotropic in densifica-

tion strength and energy absorption, but the initial

stiffness was higher by 20% in the pore rise direction.

The response of these first cellular materials created

from bamboo fibres show that they are within the

range of presently available foams, and indicate a

potential route towards the manufacturing of sustain-

able lightweight materials for structural applications.
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